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have a certain
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Our main focus is the state and development of criminal proceedings in Austria
from the point of view of white collar crime and criminal negligence laws in
conjunction with the technical causes of failure.
Our particular concern in this area applies firstly to the interaction between
the media; the public; and also, under some circumstances, the political sphere,
which in Austria is particularly strong in comparative terms; and secondly to
the criminal procedures affected by this, which in turn affect the public.
Such an interrelation cannot be denied and manifests itself in various
ways. In a criminal action which has only “simple public resonance,” up to
10 years may sometimes pass from the time of the alleged occurrence to
the time the lawsuit is filed, as current examples show.
On the other hand, in another criminal action with far more complex
circumstances, the outcome was an overly rushed dismissal of the charges
within a few months. This was only because the defendant was widely unpopular with the public, the criminal procedure also had political resonance,
and nationwide elections were about to occur.
The intensity of the investigative procedures carried out by the police
and public prosecutor’s office also depends on the “prominence” of the
case and the level of reporting about it. How else can one explain that
after investigations lasting years, all the residences and business locations
of a former member of the Austrian federal government were suddenly
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searched after public pressure on these proceedings had increased markedly?
This, moreover, had also been communicated to the public media.
The interdependence between public pressure and criminal proceedings also
allows the risk of the arrest of a defendant to increase dramatically if it has
been sufficiently communicated publicly that the defendant’s freedom and/or
lifestyle would be inappropriate for a white collar crime.
All of this amounts to the worst conceivable performance report for the
legal protection system in proceedings of public significance. It also makes it
necessary for the relevant defender to be educated and experienced in dealing
with the media and additionally have appropriate contacts with representatives
from the press. Still, substantial potential for improvement must be identified
so that the legal procedural guarantees corresponding to the principles of the
European Convention on Human Rights in the Austrian criminal procedural
system are also adequately implemented in practice.
The question as to when a lawsuit is filed, what examination procedures
are defined, and whether a defendant is taken into investigative custody must
be assessed with the blindfolded eyes of “Justice” in a manner completely
independent of whatever public disclosures have been made in tabloid news-

papers that may preempt public opinion.
However, there is also a substantial need for legislative reform. Contrary
to the case in most Anglo-American countries, Austrian law does not allow
agreements between the representatives of the prosecuting authorities and
the defendants or their defending counsel. This has historical basis. Nonetheless, such coordinated agreements do take place on a daily basis in a
completely non-transparent method and fashion. This also strengthens the
impression that a double standard is in use.
In order to avoid such a lack of transparency in the future, agreements between the prosecution and the defense would most likely have to be permitted.
Partial admissions in lieu of assurance for a specific penalty framework would
be made possible, at least in those cases in which there is no special measure of
generally preventive considerations. Such a change in the laws would also relieve
the burden on the public prosecutor’s offices and the courts and would thus also
contribute to the saving of resources for public budgets.
There is a more urgent need for reform in the sense that the public
prosecutor’s offices and the courts must be spatially and also emotionally
disentangled. Contrary to the situation in many other European countries, it
is still regular standard practice in Austria for the public prosecutor’s offices
and the criminal courts to be housed in the same buildings. This objectively
evokes the impression of an emotional proximity between the public prosecutors and the judges. This is even further advanced through multilayered
personal relationships in the courts and prosecution authority offices, which
are often small. This perceived lack of equidistance from judges to the public
prosecutors to the defendants is strengthened, meanwhile, because the

judges and/or the public prosecutors lack a conscious sense of injustice.
A most extreme example was the appointment of a judge to the position
of Minister of Justice directly after she had sentenced to a long jail term a
defendant who was treated with hostility both in the media and on the political level. And who became her cabinet chief? The public prosecutor who
had represented the public prosecutor’s office in the same proceedings!
All in all, the Austrian criminal court system cannot be given a good performance report, particularly in cases which have a certain amount of public prominence.This will also result in a decline in public respect for the Austrian judicial
system.As a survey done in July 2011 shows, almost 8 percent of the population
have vested their unconditional trust in the Austrian judiciary system, while 21
percent have indicated that they have “practically no” or “absolutely no” trust in it.
For a legal state in the heart of Europe, this is an intolerable development.
The overwhelmingly demonstrated personal integrity of the persons
operating on behalf of the Austrian judicial system is not sufficient to
restore this trust. Legislative indicators on the one hand and transparency
on the other hand are urgently required. There must be a uniform line
present regarding what may be communicated from the public prosecutor’s
office and the courts in procedures of public significance without endangering the rights of the accused. It must also become possible to reconstruct
what procedural steps had taken place at what time, and for what reason.
The equilibrium between the courts, the public prosecutor’s office, and the
defendant (or the defense counsel) must also be renewed. Only then will
the Austrian criminal justice system once again find recognition as a moral
institution and regain the respect previously accorded it.
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BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW OF DEALS

Following the stabilisation of the global financial markets in
2010 and the consequent improvement in financial market
conditions both globally and in Singapore, it is thus no surprise that 2010 and 2011 have seen a healthy increase in the
number of deals that have achieved closure or have come to
the market in Singapore compared to in 2009.

Public-Private Partnerships

This article seeks to provide an update
of some of the more notable project
financing activities and infrastructure deals
transacted or currently being transacted in
Singapore, and also briefly discusses the
future of Singapore as a project finance /
infrastructure development hub in Asia.
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The highlight of the Singapore PPP market in 2010 was certainly the successful and long-awaited completion and closure of Singapore’s flagship PPP
project – the Singapore Sports Council (SSC)’s S$1.75 billion Singapore
Sports Hub project. The deal reached financial close in August 2010 and,
deservedly so, has achieved many global accolades including Project Finance
Magazine’s Global Deal of the Year 2010 and Asia Pacific PPP Deal of the
Year 2010, Project Finance International’s Asia Pacific PPP Deal of the Year
2010 and Euroweek’s Asia Pacific Project Financing Deal of the Year 2010.
The journey to financial close was an arduous one fo r both the SSC and
the Singapore Sports Hub Consortium (SSHC) comprising HSBC Infrastructure Fund, Dragages Singapore, United PREMAS and Global Spectrum Pico.
Financial close for this project was originally scheduled for 2008 but this
milestone had to be pushed back as a result of rising construction costs in
2008 and the credit crunch following from the crash of the global financial
markets. Even though challenging lending conditions remained present at
the time of financial close, the project nonetheless attracted robust interest
from the financial markets and a bank debt of S$1.45 billion was eventually

provided by 11 international and local banks. When completed, this world’s
largest sports and infrastructure PPP project will boast a new 55,000-seater
national stadium with a retractable roof, a 6,000-capacity indoor aquatic
centre, a 3,000-capacity multi-purpose indoor arena, 41,000 square metres
of commercial space, a water sports centre and the existing 12,000-seater
Singapore Indoor Stadium.
Another notable milestone in the defence PPP scene was achieved shortly
after in September 2010 when a consortium led by Singapore Technologies
(ST) Aerospace was successful in its tender to the Ministry of Defence, Singapore to procure and supply training jets to the Republic of Singapore Air Force
(RSAF) for a term of 20 years under the Fighter Wings Course programme.
This transaction has been reported to be worth S$543 million. ST Aerospace,
acting as the prime contractor will manage the entire Fighter Wings Course
programme on behalf of the RSAF has teamed up with Alenia Aermacchi and
Boeing to provide 12 M-346 Master jet trainers to the RSAF as well as a suite
of ground based training systems which will be used for RSAF’s fighter pilots
training out of Cazaux Airbase. As of June 2011, both Alenia Aermacchi and
ST Aerospace have announced that they have finalised the logistics support
contracts for the 12 M-346 Master jet trainers and this will mean that the
consortium will be on schedule to deliver the first aircraft to RASF from 2012.
On the utilities PPP front, as part of the Singapore Government’s push
for greater self-sufficiency in water, in June 2010, the Public Utilities
Board (PUB) issued its tender for the city-state’s second and largest 70
mgd desalination plant to be built in Tuas, the western part of Singapore
on a design, build, own and operate basis. As what can be said to be a
clear indication that market conditions have improved, the tender attracted extremely competitive bids from established international and
local players, including Keppel Seghers Engineering, UE Newater, Tedagua,
Leighton Engineering & Construction and Sembcorp Utilities. The first
year tariffs per cubic metre submitted by the bidders ranged from S$0.45
proposed by Hyflux and S$1.67 submitted by YTL Power International.
This project was eventually awarded to Hyflux in March this year and the
Water Purchase Agreement was signed between the PUB and a Hyflux
subsidiary, Tuaspring Pte Ltd a month later. At the time of writing, reports
have indicated that the project is scheduled to achieve financial close in
July / August 2011 in order for the plant to be operational by 2013.

LOOKING AHEAD
The list of noteworthy deals transacted in Singapore over the last twelve months
or so is an unambiguous indication that both sponsors and lenders are keen to
invest in PPP, project financing and infrastructure transactions in Singapore.
At the same time, the Singapore Government’s role in ensuring that infrastructure development remains strong within the city-state is undeniable. In
the pipeline, reports have indicated that the National Environment Agency
will soon be issuing its tender for a PPP project involving the collection
of refuse in the downtown Marina Bay financial area. This project was first
mooted in 2006 and with the fast-paced development of new buildings in
this Marina Bay area, it is likely that this PPP project will finally now move
ahead quickly to meet to the demands of the new financial district. Additionally, to provide a catalyst for project financing transactions, the Finance
Minister announced in his budget speech in April this year that a new project finance institution will be established by Temasek – it is envisaged that
this institution will be one that is financially and commercially viable and
sustainable and will provide the necessary financial support to help Singapore companies undertake long-gestation infrastructure projects overseas.
In light of the updates mentioned in this report, it is clear that the Singapore PPP and project financing / infrastructure market has recovered quickly
following from the stabilisation of the financial markets; coupled with the initiatives proposed by the Singapore Government, this country remains a keen
contender to be a project finance and infrastructure development hub in Asia.

July 2011

Project Financing / Infrastructure Transactions
On the project financing front, a strong indication that lenders are willing to
lend again can be seen in the recent completion of two notable refinancing
transactions in Singapore – Genting Group’s refinancing of its S$4.1925 billion
7.5 year loan, raised in 2008 for the development of the Resorts World Sentosa project and Universal Terminal’s refinancing of its S$539 million existing
loan, obtained in 2006 for the development of its storage facilities project on
Jurong Island. It is understood Genting Group’s refinancing deal was obtained
on less restrictive terms than the original facilities thus allowing the sponsors
more flexibility in the use of its funds and Universal Terminal had sought to
raise its debt amount to S$800 million for expansion purposes.
The revival of Jurong Aromatics Corporation (JAC)’s new Jurong Aromatics
plant on Jurong Island was yet another milestone in the project financing scene in
Singapore.The plant was originally planned for start-up in 2011 but was delayed
due to the financial crisis.This project was revived with renewed interest in 2010
with the restructuring of the shareholders and improving markets and the sponsors are now led by the SK Group and other partners include Glencore and Jiangsu Sanfanxiang Group.The S$2.09 billion loan facility for this project, the largest
project financing package in Singapore for 2010, was oversubscribed with 11 banks
joining the facility – at the time of writing, it is understood that the loan facility has
been signed and the plant is expected to begin operations in 2014.
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that time, it will be understood that the authorisation has been granted.
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The Spanish Sustainable Economy Act (Ley de Economía Sostenible) (“LES”) entered into force on 7 March
2011, bringing with it modifications to the legal regime governing administrative intervention in Spain
upon the acquisition of certain companies and assets in the energy sector.
Depending on the characteristics of the acquisition in question, an obligation

certain activities or hold certain assets in the energy sector [1]

will exist to obtain an authorisation from or serve a notification to the Spanish Energy Commission (Comisión Nacional de la Energía) (“CNE”).
A brief description of the four scenarios regulated in the
LES is included below:

The CNE is responsible for authorising the acquisition of shareholdings in
companies that perform any kind of activities where the acquirer, by itself or
through other companies belonging to its group, performs certain activities
or is the owner of certain assets.
A decision on authorisation shall be delivered within one month from the moment the application for authorisation is submitted. If no response is received in

• Authorisation for acquisitions by companies that perform
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• Authorisation for acquisitions by non-EU companies of
companies that perform certain activities or that hold certain
assets in the energy sector [2]
The CNE is responsible for granting authorisation when non-EU companies,
whatever their corporate object, intend (ex ante control) to acquire shareholdings of over 20%, or any lower percentage which affords a significant
influence, in a company that, by itself or through other companies that are
part of its group, perform certain activities or hold certain assets. The calculation of the percentage shareholding will take into account the voting rights
of other companies in which the acquiring non-EU company has acquired or
will acquire a shareholding of or exceeding 25%. The voting rights of third
parties with which the acquiring non-EU company has entered into a vote
pooling agreement will also be taken into account in the calculation.
If the percentage shareholding is equal to or lower than 20% but higher
than 10% and does not afford significant influence, the notification regime
described in section 4 below will apply.
Authorisation can only be denied or be made conditional when a
founded and sufficiently serious threat to public safety exists.
The decision regarding the authorisation will be delivered within one month from
the moment the application is submitted. If no response is received in that time, it
will be understood that the authorisation has been granted.
• Authorisation for acquisitions by EU companies (in which
non-EU companies have shareholdings) of companies with
certain activities or assets in the energy sector [3]
The CNE is responsible for giving its prior authorisation when EU companies, whatever their corporate object, intend (ex ante control) to acquire
shareholdings of over 20%, or any lower percentage that affords a significant influence, in a company that, by itself or through other companies
that are part of its group, perform certain activities or that hold certain
assets, when a non-EU company holds at least 25% of the share capital of
the acquirer, or any lower percentage that affords it significant influence in
the acquirer, provided that evidence exists that the EU company has been
created or used in abuse of the law (fraus legis) with the aim of evading
the mandatory authorisation.
Authorisation can only be denied or be made conditional when a founded
and sufficiently serious threat to public safety exists.
The decision regarding the authorisation will be delivered within one month from

the moment the application is submitted. If no response is received in that time, it
will be understood that the authorisation has been granted.
• Notification of acquisitions by any company or companies
with certain activities or assets in the energy sector [4]
The CNE must be notified of the acquisition by any company (EU or
non-EU) of shareholdings exceeding 10% in the share capital or any lower
shareholding affording a significant influence in companies that perform
certain activities or that own certain assets.
Notification is also necessary when the assets required to perform any
of these activities are acquired directly.
The notification must be made within 15 days following the date on
which the respective acquisitions were made.
Since the publication of the LES several consultations have been made to
the CNE on issues such as the territorial scope of application, the amount
or definition of the concept of group of companies subject to authorisation. As a result, the Board of the CNE, at a meeting held on 5 May 2011,
pointed out that the acquisitions of shareholdings that bear no territorial
relation with Spain, i.e. those carried out by foreign companies over companies that are also foreign and which do not have any business activities
in Spain, shall not require authorisation, and stressed that “this is the case
even if the foreign companies acquiring the shareholding are controlled by
or whose shareholders include Spanish companies or groups that perform
the activities or hold the assets described in the rule “.
Finally, on 8 July 2011, the Spanish Cabinet (Consejo de Ministros) approved the
Draft Bill amending Act 54/1997 to bring it into line with Directive 2009/72/EC
concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity.
As regards authorisations for shareholdings, the new rule reinforces the
need to provide sound reasoning to deny authorisation for acquisitions on
the pretext of serious risk, and reduces the term within which authorisations must be given to one month with the aim of preventing sale and
purchase transactions in the market from being unduly hampered.
No definitive conclusions can be reached until a final wording of the
new rule has been approved by the Spanish Cabinet. Nevertheless, it is
very important to take into account that certain acquisitions of companies and assets in the Spanish energy sector could be subject to prior
intervention (authorisation or notification), which would have to be
analysed on a case-by-case basis to avoid last minute surprises that could
render a transaction unviable.

[1] These are companies that, by themselves or by means of other companies that belong to their group, perform the transportation or distribution of natural
gas or the transmission or distribution of electrical power, the operation of the electricity system and market and the operation of the natural gas system, or
that own nuclear thermoelectric power plants, coal-fired thermoelectric power plants that are especially relevant for the consumption of nationally produced
coal, regassification plants, or that perform activities in the island or non-peninsular electricity systems, as well as natural gas storage activities or natural gas
transportation via international gas pipelines which have as their destination or that pass through the Spanish territory.
[2] See footnote [1]
[3] See footnote [1]
[4] These are companies that, by themselves or through other companies belonging to their group, alternatively:
a) perform the transportation or distribution of natural gas and the transmission or distribution of electrical power;
b) perform the operation of the electricity system and market and the operation of the natural gas system;
c) perform activities to supply electrical power in the island or non-peninsular electricity systems;
d) perform natural gas storage;
e) perform the activity of natural gas transportation through international gas pipelines which have as their destination or that pass through the Spanish territory;
f) are the owners of nuclear thermoelectric power plants;
g) are the owners of coal-fired thermoelectric power plants that are especially relevant for the consumption of nationally produced coal;
h) are the owners of regassification plants.
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A recurring topic in the field of copyright law is the laxity of many corporations in preventing the parasitic behavior of a great amount of
Internet users, whose acts of piracy constantly take place to the detriment of content providers. As law suits for copyright infringement
keep evolving both in Italy and around the globe, judges are often required to render decisions as to the liability of Internet Service
Providers (“ISPs”) for copyright violations committed by Internet users.
In order to give the reader a clearer view of the core of said disputes, we shall
describe the legal proceeding which arose in Italy between RTI S.p.A., one of
Mediaset’s companies, and U.S. corporations YouTube and Google in relation to
the online transmission of audiovisual contents.
In July 2008, RTI brought a law suit against YouTube (for direct liability) and
Google (for vicarious liability), complaining that defendants, through their web
sites, exploited a significant number of TV shows owned by RTI. In November
2009, RTI requested (and later obtained from the Court of Rome) a decree
preventing YouTube and Google from further infringing RTI’s exclusive rights to
the show “Big Brother - X Edition.” The content of said show – a total of 542
minutes – had been available on YouTube since October 2009 in conjunction
with its transmission on one of Mediaset’s television networks.
In reaching its decision against the defendants, the Court noted that the Italian laws on liability of ISPs should be interpreted on a case by case basis. In fact,
even in the absence of specific ISPs’ obligations to monitor the users’ online
activities, the same ISPs shall be subject to liability whenever their service is
not limited to providing an Internet connection, but also when they provide additional services (i.e. caching, hosting), as well as when their services include indexing or organizing information or, when aware of the presence of suspicious
material on their web sites, they do not verify whether the content is unlawful
or not, or, when aware that illegal activity is afoot, they fail to intervene.
The opinion rendered by the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York in June 2010 in Viacom International Inc. v.YouTube, Inc. is not dissimilar to the one mentioned above.
In its reasoning, the U.S. District Court focused on a specific fragment
of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) concerning the liability
of ISPs in order to determine whether “actual knowledge” by a particular
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CURRENT SYSTEM
OF COMPETITION
LAW IN CHINA

ISP (in this case YouTube) of the violations committed by those users who
uploaded copyrighted works – on the basis of “facts or circumstances from
which infringing activity is apparent” – should have a general validity, that is
whether a systematic policy applies to all violations that occur on a website,
or whether the ISPs’ actual knowledge analysis should be applicable only to
certain well-identified violations.
In that case, the Hon. Louis L. Stanton ruled that only if the Internet connection
provider had actual knowledge of the violations, or only if that knowledge comes
from an assessment made by a person of ordinary care, then said provider may be
held jointly responsible (by way of contributory infringement) for the online violations and, therefore, be ordered to pay damages to the rights holders.
In the same area, the ruling made by the Civil Section of the French Court
of Cassation in January 2010 in a case involving French publishers Dargaud
Lombard and Lucky Comics, is also particularly relevant. Through that decision,
the French Supreme Court determined that an ISP cannot raise in its defense
the principles of the EU e-Commerce Directive, applicable to mere providers
of “hosting” services, when said ISP acts as a “publisher.” In fact, said ISP is not
limited to the simple storage activities provided by the law, but also manages a
collection of advertisement for its website.
In January 2011, the Court of Milan ruled on another lawsuit involving RTI
S.p.A., this time against Italia On Line S.r.l. (“IOL”), for copyright infringement of
several TV shows owned by the plaintiff. Once again, the Court’s ruling against
IOL was based on defendant’s conduct as an “active host” and on its awareness
that copyright violations were taking place.
Needless to say, it is to be hoped that the norms adopted in the future by the
legislator will be aimed at addressing and solving these controversial issues by
appropriately balancing the interests of each party to the detriment of none.
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As the only effective law specifically focusing on the competition field
in China to this point, the Counter Unfair Competition Law provides
11 practices as unfair competition practices. Among these practices,
the following 7 refer to traditional unfair competition: confusing
appearances (including counterfeit trademarks, similar package,
fake quality mark or certificate of origin etc.), business bribe,
misleading advertisements, business secrecy infringement, dumping,
unfair prize-giving sales and slandering of commercial credit. The
other 4 practices are much more closely related to the antitrust field:
exclusive supply by the monopolizer, administrative power abuse on
goods flow or supply, tie-in sale and colluded bidding.
For these practices, the authorities involved in the competition field currently
comprise both court and government bodies, which deal with the relevant
legal and administrative matters. Correspondingly, the regulations related to
this field include the following two categories: (1) Law: the Countering Unfair
Competition Law and relevant legal interpretations from Supreme Court,
as well as the Criminal Law and the stipulations related to the above unfair
competition practices in other laws and regulations; (2) Policy: the Administration of Industry and Commerce (AIC) is responsible for the majority of
competition policy formation, although other government bodies such as the
Ministry of Commerce and the National Development and Reform Commission are also involved in policy making in this area.
Under this supervision structure, cases in this field normally involve both
the court and the AIC. According to our experience, and taking one of the
trademark infringement cases we have dealt with as an example, when the
client found that there were infringing goods in the domestic market involving fake trademarks and turned to us for assistance, after analysis we told
them that the court (including the courts located in such goods’ manufacturing places, distribution places, sale places and other places in connection)

and the AIC (also including the previous places in connection) were both
appropriate authorities to claim to for the rights. However, to prevent the
infringing goods from continuously flowing into the market, and to quickly
reduce the damage in market share, it was better to apply an administrative
close-down from the AIC first, followed by initiating court proceedings. The
reasons for such an arrangement are that compared to the court’s execution
procedure, the administrative close-down is much quicker and the sealed
goods will be locked in storage. Additionally, the greatest benefit is that the
sealed goods could be used as evidence in legal proceedings for claiming the
trademark infringement. Our advice was taken by the client and the strategy
lead to a satisfactory result from both a legal and business aspect.
However, such an arrangement is not always efficient and effective,
because in some places, particularly in small and medium-sized cities and
towns, regional protectionism is still prevalent. It is hard to persuade the local AIC to provide such help to a company/individual from outside the area,
especially when this company/individual intends to affect a local company/
individual. In such circumstances, it will be advised to directly bring a legal
proceeding directly to the court for dispute settlement.
Such a multiple regulatory regime provides more choice to clients, but
how to beneficially use the claim rights under such a regime depends upon
actual circumstances and upon case by case analysis.
Apart from supervision by various authorities, the laws on the competition
field also include the said Counter Unfair Competition Law and other various
stipulations in related laws and regulation. In business secrets infringement cases
for example, according to the definition of this practice in Counter Unfair Competition Law, the following infringements upon business secrecy are prohibited:
1. to steal, coerce, or use any other unfair method to obtain the other’s business
secrets; 2. to disclose, use or permit others to use the business secrets. 3. to
violate the contract or the requirement to publish, use or permit others to use
the business secrets, which were maintained as secrets by the legal owner of the
business secrecy.The third party who knows or should know the illegal activities
as first mentioned, and who gains, uses or publishes the business secrecy shall
be viewed as infringing upon the others’ business secrecy. (“Business secrecy”
means the utilized technical information and business information which is
unknown by the public, which may create business interests or profit for its legal
owners, and also is maintained in secrecy by its legal owners.)
However, based on our experiences, in practice, the cases of business
secrets infringement often involve the Labor Contract Law of PRC, as business secrets leaks often happen in the transition of the employers; Civil Law
of PRC, as the cases are often based on tort or contract theory; Criminal
Law, as the cases probably require criminal examination and verdict, and the
other laws and regulations in effect. Hence, when we deal with cases in this
field, we normally analyze and advise the client from various angles, for the
purpose of reaching a more comprehensive reward.
This introduction presents an overview of the current system in the Chinese
competition field. It is a comprehensive but brief guide to this regime, as it is
complex in the process of real practices.We are experienced in dealing with
cases in the competition field with an extensive track record.We welcome
further communication with readers and look forward to your correspondence.
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shares of the company at any time.
• International Unit Trust Scheme (IUTS): an international trust created under
the International Trust Law and recognised to operate as an International
Unit Trust Scheme under the ICIS Law. (See Cyprus International Trusts). The
assets are owned by the Schemes Trust in fiduciary for the trust beneficiaries
• International Investment Limited Partnership (IILP): a limited partnership
registered under the Partnerships Law and recognised to operate as an
international investment limited partnership under the ICIS Law. As with
all limited partnerships (see Partnerships), there must be a general partner

CYPRIOT PRIVATE
INVESTMENT FUNDS
Anastasios Antoniou LLC

appointed who manages the fund and is responsible for the assets and liabilities
of the fund. The limited partner will also be a member of the scheme. A
general partnership can also have companies as partners.
Inner Workings of a Private ICIS
Setting up a regulated private International Collective Investment Scheme in Cyprus
entails professional regulated services by qualified Advocates such as the award-winning lawyers of ANASTASIOS ANTONIOU LLC. It also involves other professionals,
which must be approved by the Central Bank. Our Firm undertakes the provision
of all professionals required for a private ICIS to be licensed, established and operate seamlessly, and our clients maintain the choice at all times to provide their own
Investment Manager, Custodian or Auditors as long as these are approved by the
Central Bank. In detail, the roles in an ICIS are usually as follows:

Anastasios Antoniou

• Investment Manager: The scheme may be managed internally through the

Grigori Afxentiou 3 | Of. 102, Gnaftis Court | 4003 Limassol, Cyprus
T: +357-25-105038 | F: +357-25-104574 | anastasios@antoniou.com.cy | www.antoniou.com.cy

executive Directors appointed at the formation of the ICIS (which must
be approved as to their investment experience and capacity by the Central
Bank) or through a third party, an Investment Firm licensed by a regulating
authority to act as Investment Manager of the particular Scheme. If a Cyprus
Investment Firm is to be used as the Investment Manager, which we highly

Cyprus Private Investment Funds, known as private International Collective Investment Schemes (ICIS), are private
funds that can be formed under the laws of Cyprus. A private ICIS fund can have up to 100 investors, also known
as unit-holders. The purpose of a private ICIS fund is the collective investment of funds injected in such schemes
by the unit-holders. It provides an arrangement that enables a number of investors to add collectively their assets,
have these professionally managed and invested by independent managers/entities and, in case of successful
investment, extract their profits in a tax efficient manner.

recommend, it must be licensed to provide portfolio management services
under its Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC) licence. Our
Firm can provide both individuals acting as Investment Managers of an ICIS as
well as licensed Investment Firms undertaking the same role.
• Custodian: An established bank (in Cyprus or in another reputable
jurisdiction) is appointed as the custodian of an ICIS, subject to its approval of
the Fund’s purpose and subject to such bank being approved by the Central
Bank to act as the custodian.  The custodian bank shall bear responsibility
for holding and safeguarding the assets placed under the ICIS, should these
be tangible or intangible assets. Our Firm maintains excellent approved

Tax Benefits and Advantages of Cyprus Private Funds

• a wide network of Double Tax Treaties is in place with more than 40 countries

ICIS have a plethora of regulatory, tax, commercial and legal advantages,

worldwide, securing tax incentives and encouraging the channelling of funds in

including the following:

other countries without or with reduced further taxation.

intermediary relationships with banks in Cyprus and in Europe and can arrange
for the appointment of the custodian bank.
• Administrator: ICIS without physical presence in Cyprus per se must appoint
administrators that are approved by the Central Bank to administrate the

Types of Private Investment Funds in Cyprus

private fund in Cyprus.The fund’s Cypriot administrators render their services

variable or fixed capital.They can also take the form of a limited company, trust

Under the applicable Cypriot legislation, namely the International Collective

with regard to book-keeping and accounting, compliance, reporting, filing, share

or partnership, depending on the underlying circumstances applicable to each

Schemes Law 47 (I) 1999 (the ICIS Law), the Central Bank of Cyprus is the regu-

issue, transfer and redemption and other relevant services. Our Firm arranges

specific occasion.

latory and supervisory authority for ICIS and may, upon a written application,

for the administrative requirements of a private International Collective

• Private Funds can be established with limited and unlimited duration or with

• Private Funds are fully regulated by the Central Bank of Cyprus.

recognise a company, a trust or a partnership as an ICIS. The said forms an ICIS

• Formation can be effected within weeks, subject to all conditions being met

can manifest in are analytically described as follows:

Investment Scheme through its professional in-house administrators.
• Auditors: Qualified professional auditors appointed upon formation of the
private ICIS attend to the annual audit, the bi-annual monitoring reporting and

and subject to the workload of the Central Bank.
• International Fixed Capital Company (IFCC): incorporated under the Companies

other compliance functions, all under the IFRS and applicable legislation. Our

treated identically to any other Cypriot entity and, accordingly, enjoys a 10% flat

Law and recognised to operate as an international fixed capital company by the

Firm arranges for the appointment of our affiliated qualified external auditors

corporate income tax on the annual net profits earned worldwide.

ICIS Law. Its assets and unit holders are non-Cypriot residents and the share

to provide the necessary services at the highest value and in full compliance

capital cannot vary, it remains fixed. The initial minimum capital required to set up

with the regulatory requirements.

• Cyprus private Funds benefit from significant tax incentives. A private ICIS is

In addition, the following tax advantages are especially significant for an ICIS:

an IFCC is US$100,000.   If the IFCC is a private ICIS then it is exempted from
this capital requirement. A private ICIS is one that has 100 or less investors.

• exemption from tax on profits from sale of shares and other financial instruments;

• International Variable Capital Company (IVCC): incorporated under the

• Legal Advisors: The ICIS’s lawyers draft various documentation such as
the Memorandum and Articles of Association in the case of variable capital
company (or partnership agreement or trust deed) and attend to the legal

• exemption from tax on foreign dividends received;

Companies Law and operates as an international variable capital company by

formation, licensing and regulatory compliance of the private ICIS both

• no withholding on interest and dividend payments made from Cyprus or abroad;

the ICIS Law. Its assets and unit holders are non-Cypriot residents and the

upon formation and afterwards. As recognised leaders in this practice

• no withholding tax on income repatriation;

share capital varies according to the participating investors at any given time.

area, ANASTASIOS ANTONIOU LLC covers the full range of a private

• exemption for profits on disposal of securities; and

The share capital of the company is equal to the net asset value (NAV) of the

fund’s legal needs.
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“An International
Collective Investment
Scheme (ICIS)
provides an
arrangement that
enables a number
of investors to
join their assets
collectively, have
these professionally
managed and invested
by independent
managers/entities and,
in case of successful
investment, extract
their profits in a tax
efficient manner.”
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IN TIMES OF CRISIS:
LEGAL DUTIES FOR SWISS
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
TAIWANESE COMPANY LAW AND
CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT
A. Taiwan Company Law Amendments Effective From 1 July 2011

FORMOSA TRANSNATIONAL

Taiwan’s Legislative Yuan recently passed amendments to ten (10) provisions
and added one new provision to Taiwanese Company Law. Below are the
highlights of the amendments, which we expect will enhance the business
environment in Taiwan:

Delphine Chen

1. Article 10 - Company Dissolution

The amendment adds one additional situation under which the authority may
compel the dissolution of a company. Where a company has been ordered by a
final and irrevocable judgment not to use its name and the company refuses to
comply with such a court order and change its name, the authority may compel
the dissolution of the company.The new Article 10 reflects the authority’s
understanding that successful trademark and other types of intellectual property
infringement litigation should be supported and enforced, and Article 10 puts to
an end the use of infringed trademarks as company names.

2. Article 168 - Capital Reduction

Before the amendment, a company was permitted to reduce its capital by way of
cash reduction.The new legislation allows a company, with a shareholders’ resolution, to reduce its capital by distribution of the company assets to its shareholders.
The values of the distributed assets must be evaluated and certified by an accountant to ensure the reasonableness of the valuations. The reduction by assets distribution must be accepted and agreed to by consent of the receiving shareholders.

3. Article 156 - Suspension of Public Offering

A public company may apply for suspension of a public offering with an approval
for the same by resolution passed by a super majority of the shareholders.
The threshold of the shareholders votes has been raised from the majority (1/2)
to a supermajority (2/3). Many public companies will need to amend their company charters or constitutions in order to comply with this new requirement.

4. Article 158 - Redemption of Special Shares

A company may borrow from a loan to redeem special shares. Under the
previous legislation, a company could only redeem special shares out of
surplus profits or proceeds realized from issuance of new shares.

5. Article 167-3 - Transfer Restriction on Treasury Shares

Companies are now permitted to impose up to a 2 year restriction on the
transfer of treasury shares to their employees.

6. Articles 177-2 and 204 – Voting Method

A shareholder may exercise their vote electronically and notices to call a
board meeting may be sent electronically.
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B.Financial Supervisory Commission Intends To Lower the
Threshold for Compulsory Independent Director In Order To
Enhance Corporate Governance
Several Taiwanese governmental departments intend to impose new actions
to enhance corporate governance in Taiwan.
The Financial Supervisory Commission, for example, is considering adopting
the following measures. Firstly, Financial Supervisory Commission intends
to lower the capital threshold for compulsory designation of the independent director from the current fifty billion New Taiwanese Dollars to New
Taiwanese Dollars five billion. Secondly, the companies to be listed in the
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation and GreTai Securities Market after July
of 2011 will be required to set up Remuneration Committees. Thirdly, the
listed companies are encouraged to set up Audit Committees. Fourthly, the
listed companies are required to disclose the remuneration of directors and
supervisors if said company suffered a deficit in the previous year.
Moreover, the Executive Yuan is planning to amend Article 197-1 of the Company Law. The Executive Yuan proposes that if a director of the listed company pledges, during his term, over 50% of the number of the shares held by
him at the time when he is elected as the director, the voting rights of such
shares shall be restricted. The proposal also authorizes Financial Supervisory
Commission to announce the enforcement rules of said provision.
In addition, the Ministry of Economic Affairs’ Executive Yuan announced that
it will require the listed company with certain capital/shareholders scale to
comply with 177-1 of the Company Law and accept the voting power at a
shareholders’ meeting to be exercised by way of electronic transmission.

BENZ ATTORNEYS LTD.
Reto Sutter

Forchstrasse 4/Kreuzplatz
P.O. Box 1910, CH-8032 Zurich, Switzerland
T: +41 44 388 27 77 | F: +41 44 388 27 88
sutter@benz-partners.ch
www.benz-partners.ch

Swiss company law explicitly provides two strict financial thresholds, the exceeding of which compels the company - essentially
its Board of Directors (“BoD”) - to react in order to protect the
shareholders and creditors of the company.
The first financial threshold is exceeded if half of the company’s share capital and
legally required reserves are not covered anymore (“loss of capital”).The second –
more severe – financial misery arises if the company’s assets do not cover the company’s outside funds (“excess of liabilities over assets”; also called:“overindebtness”).

EXCESS OF LIABILITIES OVER ASSETS
Article 725 para. 2 Swiss Code of Obligations (CO) states that in case of
substantiated concerns of an “excess of liabilities over assets” an interim
balance sheet must be prepared. This interim balance sheet must be examined by a licensed auditor. The purpose of the auditor’s examination is to
prevent the BoD from over- or underestimating the value of the assets. This
mechanism not only protects the company’s creditors and shareholders, but
also the BoD. If the “excess of liabilities over assets” becomes manifest in the
interim balance sheet the BoD has the non-transferable and inalienable duty
to notify the judge (article 716a para. 1 subpara. 7 CO).
If the “excess of liabilities over assets” of the company is no longer
unavoidable, as a final option certain creditors may agree to subordinate
their claims to those of other creditors of the company to the extent of
the insufficient coverage (“deficit”). A subordinating creditor agrees that
if the company becomes insolvent, his claim will only be settled after any
other claim against the company is fully paid. However, it is rather difficult to
precisely determine the correct amount of the deficit, particularly because
the value of the assets may either be calculated on the basis of going concern
value or liquidation value.
Even though the law is silent as to the question of how quickly the BoD
must notify the judge after having determined the deficit, the legal practice
allows the BoD “some additional weeks” to find a lender of last resort or
provide for a radical turnaround solution before it ultimately must notify the
judge. However, the board is well advised not to unduly utilise the entirety of
these additional weeks, or even intentionally prolong this time period, as they
may risk the creditors later seeking indemnity by arguing that the BoD, by
reason of not immediately notifying the judge, exacerbated the situation.
Upon notification that the company is in fact insolvent, the judge declares
the company bankrupt. However, at the request of a creditor or the BoD, if
there is prospect of a financial reorganisation, the judge may postpone any
bankruptcy proceedings. However, he must take appropriate measures to
preserve the values of the company’s assets.

LOSS OF CAPITAL
In the event that the BoD, bearing the ultimate financial responsibility, learns from
the most recent annual financial statement that a “loss of capital” has occurred,
they must immediately call a general meeting and propose reorganisation measures (article 725 para. 1 CO).The judge needs not to and can not be notified to
the extent that there is not a case of “excess of liabilities over assets”.
The simple wording of article 725 para. 1 CO, according to which it could be assumed that the BoD must only consult the annual financial statement, is deceptive.
In fact Swiss doctrine acknowledges a steady need to advance “the point of alert”
as to the company’s financial situation.Accordingly the courts firmly hold that
the BoD generally and specifically not only has to check the most recent annual
financial statement, but also to continuously monitor the company’s financial situation.This implies that if a loss of capital occurs during the fiscal year the BoD must
immediately prepare an interim financial statement, based on which they need to
decide whether or not a “loss of capital” is existent.
Swiss law is silent as to what reorganisation measures are to be taken, except
that it provides that the company is allowed to perform specific financial
arithmetic: If a “loss of capital” is shown by the balance sheet, real property and
participations whose value has risen above acquisition costs may, for the purpose of eliminating the deficit in the balance sheet, be revaluated based on their
current market value (article 670 para. 1 CO). However, the BoD is advised to
carefully examine whether further reorganisation measures are necessary or
whether even after such balance sheet adjustment the company should in fact
be promptly liquidated in order to minimise the damage for its creditors.
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TRADE LAW IN BRAZIL:
ANTIDUMPING INVESTIGATIONS

In the last few months the Brazilian Trade Law received special attention from
the specialized bodies, which are (i) the Brazilian Department of Trade Defense
(DECOM), which is a department of (ii) the Secretariat of Foreign Trade (SECEX)
of the (iii) Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC) and
(iv) the Council of Ministers of Foreign Trade Chamber (CAMEX).

MARQUES GILBERTO & OLIVEIRA FELIX
Natália Oliveira Felix
R. Pedroso Alvarenga, 1046/1062 - CJ 56, 04531-012 Itaim Bibi, São Paulo, Brasil
T: +55 11 3071-0371 | F: +55 11 3071-1957
nfelix@mgof.com.br | www.mgof.com.br
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The DECOM is the authority responsible for investigating allegations of
dumping eventually held by foreign producers. DECOM analyzes all the
information provided during the investigation and issues a non-binding
opinion. CAMEX is the body ultimately responsible for the final decision. The
investigation is conducted in accordance with the rules established in the
WTO Agreements, and in the Brazilian law, transparency is closely observed
in the conduct of the proceedings, and full opportunity of defense is granted
for all the interested parties.
As we know, a company is dumping if it is exporting a product at prices lower
than the normal value of the product on its own domestic market. Antidumping
duties are intended to prevent domestic producers from injury caused by imports entered in Brazil at dumped prices and it is perfectly reasonable to affirm
that the Brazilian bodies are working hard to improve the Trade Protection as an
obvious trend established by the new Government’s policy.
Therefore, domestic producers or entities may request from DECOM, by
a written petition, the initiation of an investigation regarding the application
of antidumping duties, based on evidence of (i) dumping, (ii) injury and (iii)
causal link between the dumped imports and the alleged damage.
For purposes of determining the opening of an investigation, DECOM will
analyze: (i) the representation of the petitioner (the representativeness of the
petitioner will be considered if formulated by the domestic industry, or in its
name, when it is supported by producers whose collective output constitutes
more than 50% of the product in question); and (ii) correctness and adequacy
of the evidence presented indicating the existence of dumping, injury and the
causal relationship between them. The petition will be dismissed however, and
the case will be closed, where those requirements are not fulfilled.
Having a positive determination, the investigation will be initiated and
a notice containing such a decision should be published in the Brazilian
Official Gazette. Interested parties will be notified and a 20 days deadline
will be granted for enabling the participation of other parties. The parties
will receive questionnaires and will have a 40 days deadline to submit their
responses and arguments.
Additional information may be requested by the Brazilian authority during
the investigation and it is also important to point out that, if necessary, in
loco investigations may be made into companies located both in the national
territory and abroad, as previously authorized by the companies and the
respective governments.
Before DECOM’s non-binding opinion, a final hearing will be held, where
the parties will be informed about the essential facts under analysis that shall
be the basis of DECOM’s opinion. The parties involved will have a 15 days
deadline from the day of the hearing to make their final arguments, and then
the examination process will be considered closed.
The maximum time limit for an investigation under these proceedings is 18
months and the detailed findings are published in the Official Journal. If the
investigation finds that the conditions have been met, anti-dumping measures
can be imposed on imports of the concerned product.
An important and recent change relates to the rate of the applied margins of
dumping.The SECEX decided recently to adopt the full margin of dumping in the
calculation of antidumping duties instead of adopting the lesser duty rule, which has
been the guidance since 2007.According to the former orientation, Brazil opted for
a surcharge that would be sufficient to offset the injury, but according to the new
guidance (from May 2011) for the implementation of the new anti-dumping duties,
Brazil will adopt the full margin of dumping established in the investigation, which is
expected to result in heavier surcharges.
Another important advance in the Brazilian system of Trade Law concerns
anti-circumvention. Brazil is still beginning its anti-circumvention experience.
The lack of consistent precedents is partially explained by the fact that only by
the end of 2010 had the Brazilian authorities issued specific provisions in this
respect. The first Brazilian anti-circumvention investigation was launched on
May 16 of 2011, concerning imports of synthetic fibre blankets from China.
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NIGERIAN CREATIVE AND ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY STIMULATION LOAN SCHEME – FUTURE
FOR THE NIGERIAN CREATIVE INDUSTRY?
DETAIL Commercial Solicitors
Dolapo Kukoyi
14th Floor, Conoil Building, 38/39 Marina, Lagos, Nigeria
T: +234-1-4611098 | F: +234-1-4612455 | dolapo@detail-solicitors.com | www.detail-solicitors.com

Just before his re-election in April this year, the incumbent Nigerian President Goodluck Jonathan announced that the Federal
Government would be granting a 200 million USD low interest rate facility (payable in and to be repaid in Naira for up to a ten year
tenor) to the Entertainment Industry. This is the first time that the Nigerian Government has advanced such a facility to the creative and
entertainment industry which has, over time, become a force to be reckoned with. The Nigerian Home Video Industry (Nollywood) for
[1]
instance, in terms of the frequency of movies produced, is ranked second in the world after India’s Bollywood . Nollywood employs
[2]
200,000 people directly and provides up to one million job opportunities indirectly, mostly to graduates or school leavers .
The facility known as the Nigerian Creative and Entertainment Industry
Stimulation Loan Scheme (NCEILS) has actually been disbursed and is currently
being managed by two banks: the Bank of Industry and the Nigerian Export
Import Bank (NEXIM). Both banks have issued guidelines for accessing the
loans, and the Bank of Industry has in fact disbursed its first loan recently. That
said, there have been a lot of complaints from industry practitioners that the
facility is virtually inaccessible and that the terms being proposed are unrealistic.
This article highlights some legal and commercial hurdles that the banks and
industry practitioners alike have to surmount in this process.

1. VIABLE/BANKABLE PROJECTS: The first major challenge would be identifying
and articulating viable, bankable projects. Though the Banks have, as far as
possible, articulated the parameters and requirements for granting the loans, a
lot of industry practitioners are not astute business people and are not used
to hiring the services of professionals. Therefore most proposals are being put
together without a business plan or any input from professionals whatsoever.
However, the government is working in collaboration with the Pan-African
University‘s Lagos Business school to run training programs for Industry
Practitioners in order to help them articulate more viable projects.

2. LOOSE STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY: Closely related to the issue raised
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above is the fact that the Nigerian Creative Industry has, over the years, run
under a very loose structure, each man basically for himself. Practitioners say that
Nollywood, for example, started by accident and was purely inspired by traders
rather than artistes or professionals. This largely explains its loose structure and
the poor quality of production. Resultantly, a lot of Industry practitioners are
practically “one man shows” with no antecedents (apart from the productions
they have made or formal training). Most of these practitioners do not run
proper corporate structures or adhere to regulatory requirements, which will
make any funding by the banks an uphill task.

3. ENABLING ENVIRONMENT: One major determinant factor to the success
of projects under the scheme is that there is an enabling environment in
which investors can make returns and repay their loans.The area of regulatory
enforcement of the Nigerian Copyright Act is one example; one of the major issues
that producers (music or film) face is the issue of piracy, because as long as pirates
continue to produce counterfeits of their work, producers will struggle to make any
returns or repay their debts.The Collecting Societies would also need to improve
their efficacy and ensure that artistes and producers get their money’s worth for
their work. Currently, Nigeria has two collecting societies which cover only a small
segment of the entertainment industry;The Reproduction Rights Society of Nigeria
(for reprography), and The Copyright Society of Nigeria (for music and sound
recordings). Other issues that would help create an enabling environment would

be improved infrastructure such as; power supply (which would reduce costs of
production), improvement of roads and transportation network to ease distribution,
and other services ancillary to the industry.

4. RISK PROFILING AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY VALUATION: Owing to the
peculiar nature of the creative and entertainment industries, and the fact that a
lot of what is involved and assignable in most projects of this nature would be
“intangible” (i.e. Intellectual Property), combined with the peculiarities of the
Nigerian business, legal and regulatory environment, the Banks would have to
be somewhat more creative in their risk profiling and valuation of Intellectual
Property. Clearly though, an applicant’s access to other physical assets and
financial guarantees would be an added advantage.

5. CAPACITY BUILDING: another determinant factor to the success of most
projects under this scheme is capacity. The Nigerian Creative and Entertainment
Industry, though filled with some of the industry’s most innovative and creative
people, would need to build capacity from a technical and business perspective
i.e. how the entertainment industry works internationally; how film, music and
television productions’ budgets are done; and other intricacies to be considered
in running projects of this nature from beginning to end. So far most of the
technical hands in the industry have had no formal training. It is important that
avenues are made available by government and private initiatives in this regard.
The Nigerian Film Corporation for example currently does some training in
this regard but a lot more needs to be done, particularly by industry regulators,
in building standards. One of the things that can also be done from an industry
perspective is to encourage foreign participation in the projects eligible under
the scheme, on the condition that such projects must be sponsored by a
Nigerian Company with restrictions on the percentage of foreign shareholding,
tenure and requirements for transfer of knowledge and technology.

[1] http://www.uis.unesco.org/template/pdf/cscl/Infosheet_No2_cinema_EN.pdf
[2] Interview by Akeem Lasisi of Punch Newspapers - a popular newspaper in Nigeria
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DISTINCTIVE PARTS – SIMILARITY?

To assume similarity between the trademark and other shapes, it needs to be clear
that the average, informed, cautious and attentive ordinary consumer makes a link
between the registered (shape) trademark and – in this case - the packages of De
Natuurhoeve. Although FrieslandCampina had conducted substantial market surveys,
these were not sufficient to assume such a link.

DE NATUURHOEVE WINS PACKAGING
CASE AGAINST FRIESLANDCAMPINA

The court considered the most distinctive and dominant element of the shape mark
to be the white/gray cardboard clip that is folded around the cup, including (both on
the top and front) the logo “Mona” in white letters in a red square. Because of the
way the clip is folded around the cup, the upper half of the cup looks square as well.
The court ruled that the cups produced by De Natuurhoeve are totally different
compared to the shape marks of FrieslandCampina.

HOOGENRAAD & HAAK

INTERLOCUTORY COURT UTRECHT 6 JULY 2011 (FRIESLANDCAMPINA VS. DE NATUURHOEVE)
De Natuurhoeve is represented by Maarten Haak, Eva den Ouden and
Daan van Eek.

SCOPE OF PROTECTION OF THE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS

The core of this case concerns the scope of protection of the registered trademarks.
FrieslandCampina registered the following trademarks, as shape marks:

The Interlocutory Court of Utrecht ruled that the shape of the ready-made pudding
made by dairy farm De Natuurhoeve and FrieslandCampina’s pudding packaging
for its MONA brand are sufficiently different. De Natuurhoeve delivers its pudding
a.o. to large Dutch supermarket chains Albert Heijn and Lidl, which sell the pudding
under their own private labels.The Interlocutory Court decided on 6 July 2011 that
De Natuurhoeve’s packaging does not infringe on the Mona shape marks: no similarity between the registered shape marks and the packaging used by De Natuurhoeve,
so – according to the court - no risk of confusion or detriment to the trademarks.
The packaging cannot be deemed a ‘slavish imitation’ of the Mona packaging either.
The court denied the claimed cease order and FrieslandCampina was ordered to
compensate the (legal) costs made by De Natuurhoeve.

HOOGENRAAD & HAAK
Maarten Haak & Daan van Eek
P.O. Box 76780
1070 KB Amsterdam
The Netherlands
T: +31 (0)20 305 3060 | F: +31 (0)20 305 3069
mh@hoogenhaak.nl (Maarten Haak)
de@hoogenhaak.nl (Daan van Eek)
www.hoogenhaak.nl
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FrieslandCampina stated that the scope of protection was solely determined by the three-dimensional shape of the packaging. To sustain this,
FrieslandCampina argued that 1.) the marks are registered as (three-dimensional) shape marks and 2.) the distinctive and dominant component of the
trademark is only the shape of the Mona container and not the graphical
components. The court ruled that this premise is incorrect. The scope of
protection for trademarks - including shape marks - exclusively follows from
the registration. The scope cannot be extended to one or more separate
elements or components of the registered trademark, regardless of the
extent to which these (either through marketing and/or advertising) are
considered to be distinctive for the shape of the mark. The court ruled that
if FrieslandCampina only wanted to protect the three-dimensional shape of
the pudding cup, including the rectangular cardboard clip, it should have registered these shapes as such, without the MONA logo. That, however, would
have caused FrieslandCampina to establish that the packaging alone has
acquired distinctiveness in the whole of Benelux, while the product is only
sold in the Netherlands. Thus, FrieslandCampina registered the shape marks
as printed above. Hence, the court ordered that these registrations must be
compared to the shapes used by De Natuurhoeve.

The shapes of the pudding packages made by De Natuurhoeve are - in
contrast to the FrieslandCampina shapes - multi-coloured, have a printed
foil lid and a large colourful plastic printed band wrapped around them.
The ‘fingers’ do not go all the way up to the top of the cup. Hence the
court held that the overall impression is - partly due to the difference in
materials - completely different. The court ruled that there is no likelihood of direct confusion, on the part of the public that buys pudding,
between the Mona pudding and the puddings made by De Natuurhoeve.
The fact that both packages are sold by the same supermarkets is not
enough reason to believe that the average pudding consumer may believe
that Mona produces the pudding of De Natuurhoeve as well, so there is
no chance of indirect confusion either.

SLAVISH IMITATION AND LEGAL FEES

Next to the trademark infringement allegations, FrieslandCampina argued that the cups
used by De Natuurhoeve are ‘slavish imitations’ as well, and therefore an act of unfair
competition. In order to determine whether a product is a slavish imitation of another
product, it still needs to be established that the average consumer can be confused. As
the overall impression of the packaging is totally different, the court ruled that there
is no likelihood of confusion.Therefore the cups of De Natuurhoeve are not slavish
imitations. Finally, the court ordered FrieslandCampina to pay the full legal fees of De
Natuurhoeve, including the costs for its market research (in total almost €60,000).
FrieslandCampina has appealed the decision.
Maarten Haak, Daan van Eek
The authors have represented De Natuurhoeve in this case.
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PRODUCT LIABILITY LAW IN FRANCE
French law provides for three different systems of product liability. In
addition to contractual and tort liability, in 1998 France introduced a
system of strict liability implementing the EU Directive on liability for
defective products (85/374/EEC).
1. CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY

The French contractual liability system was basically developed by case law on the
grounds of Articles 1134, 1147 of the French Civil Code.To recover damages, the
plaintiff has to prove a non-compliance of the supplier with a contractual obligation
(1) as well as a damage (2) and a causal link between both (3).The damage must
have been foreseeable or foreseen by the time of the conclusion of the contract.
The contractual liability takes precedence over the tort liability system. Practically, this priority results in an obligation for the plaintiff to sue the injurer under
contract law whenever he is related to him in any way by a contract, or even
a chain of several contracts. Since under French law the defect of a product is
considered to be transferred as an accessory with the product itself, even along a
chain of contracts, the last buyer can generally file his claim for compensation on
a contractual file against every single supplier included in this chain of contracts.
The buyer may also rely on the warranty against hidden defects (Articles 1641 et
seq. of the French Civil Code). Under these provisions, the seller can be held liable
where a defect not detectable at the moment of the sale makes the product unsuitable for the use for which it was intended, or considerably depreciates its utility.

2. TORT LIABILITY

The tort liability system is based on Articles 1382 et seq. of the French Civil Code,
which can be useful where there is no contractual link between the injured and the
party responsible. Under Art. 1382, the plaintiff has to prove a fault (1) and a damage (2) caused by the fault (3). Since the introduction of the tort liability system in
1804, jurisdictions have relieved the plaintiff of the burden of proof for the fault of
the injurer, which is now presumed when a defect of the product has been proven.
The liability system based on Article 1384 (1) is a non-fault claim allowing the opportunity to sue damages for things one has “under his custody”. Regarding defective products, courts made the liability for manufacturers stricter by deciding that
in some cases, where the product represents a latent danger for consumers (e.g.
sparkling water bottles), the manufacturer is considered to have kept the product
under its custody even after its sale.

3. LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS ACCORDING TO DIRECTIVE
85/374/EEC

France transposed the 1985 Directive on liability for defective products into
national law with a delay of almost ten years. The Product Liability Act dated
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May 19th, 1998 incorporated the rules of the Directive into the French Civil
Code by inserting an entirely new title. This system of product liability now
exists alongside the traditional contractual and tort liability.
The newly introduced Articles 1386-1 to 1386-18 of the French Civil
Code established a specific system of non-fault based, strict product
liability. According to these provisions, the producer is liable for damages
caused by a defect (“product which does not provide the safety which a
person is entitled to expect”) of his product. The plaintiff is therefore required to prove the damage (1), the defect (2) and the causal link between
defect and damage (3). The claim is limited to damages resulting from an
injury to a person or to a property other than the defective product.
As the Directive has been transposed into French law with some particularities, the actual system offers certain subtleties requiring special
attention before filing a claim for liability - especially regarding the efficacy
of contractual clauses limiting responsibility.
Some last words shall be spent on the specificity of the French civil
procedure in cases involving defective products. In most cases, before filing
a claim for payment, the injured party will ask the court to appoint a legal
expert to examine the technical causes of the damage occurred. This sort
of “pre-trial discovery” is quite easy to obtain and the costs are rather
low - except for the expert’s fees. Frequently the expert’s report will
finally allow the parties to find an amicable solution to their dispute. This
is facilitated by the fact that French procedure enables the defendant to
implicate a third party - most commonly its own supplier or subcontractor - into the trial. In that way, all claims concerning one defective product
can be handled in one and the same procedure.

